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Updated: Nov 13, 2018 20:09 IST The Defence Ministry has asked the Indian Army to finalise the draft of the three-week-long mobilisation plan for the Northeast, with the last

phase to start in early January, when the annual ‘Himalayan Challenge’ exercises start in eastern Ladakh. The Ministry is also planning to award equipment to all the
regiments and division of the Indian Army to keep the troops ready to face any possibility. The ministry has asked the Army chief to finalise the draft of the mobilisation plan,
which is the third time in the last three years that the exercise has been postponed due to political wrangling. The exercise had been postponed twice in May last year and in

November 2017 over concerns about Indian Army’s readiness to face a war with China. In 2016, the Army had conducted its ‘Himalayan Challenge’ exercise in the highly
militarised Ladakh region on the Indo-China border where the army regularly faces a war with China. “The Exercise is on schedule in view of the recent political developments

in the Doklam area. It is evident that all concerned government agencies (Army, NIA [National Investigation Agency] and IB [Indian Bureau]) are fully aware of the exercise
and it is fair to conclude that as per our informed understanding, the Exercise cannot be postponed at this juncture,” an officer said. “But, we are yet to reach the final stage

of the planning for the upcoming Exercise where the details related to start date and conduct of various phases are ready. The finalisation is expected shortly,” the officer
added. Army has also drawn up a draft of the medical
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perform your favorite songs. It’s more than that. Music brings a whole lot to any wedding! It’s meant to turn the wedding day into a party that everyone will remember for
years to come. While every wedding is different, there are some common wedding essentials that every wedding should include in order to make it a success. Music is the

key ingredient and one that most people can’t imagine doing without. Beyond the music and the atmosphere created by the wedding band and the first dance, a wedding is
really a party. Guests are there to celebrate the new beginning of a marriage or a personal milestone. They’re there to laugh and make new friends, eat delicious food and
enjoy a variety of beverages. They’re there to enjoy the bride and groom’s happiness and witness their love, and they’re there for one and all. A wedding band doesn’t just
add music, but it’s also a true party. Wedding music is a hallmark of your wedding day and a small detail you might be able to overlook. It’s more than just the songs. The

atmosphere you create and the music your wedding band performs will make a lasting impression. There’s nothing you can do about the location and setting, but music can
be fun and memorable. Wedding music can be as traditional as your favorite songs, or modern and upbeat. It can be something new or something you’ve played before. The

only thing that’s certain is that it will be the perfect addition to your wedding. When you’re considering wedding music, here are three
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